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Why storytelling? 
 

Why are stories so important? 



What’s your biggest challenge when  
telling a story?  



 
 
 
We collect hundreds of pieces of data and those data tell a story… 
 

but is that story engaging and memorable? 



Over the next hour we will:  
 

• Review TED  
• Learn and practice the Public Narrative approach 
• Review Pecha Kucha,  briefly 
• Reflections 
 



Over the next hour we will:  
 

• Review TED  
• Learn and practice the Public Narrative approach 
• Review Pecha Kucha,  briefly 
• Reflections 
 

Goal is help you tell your story better and make the story 
of your data more engaging and memorable. 



How many of you have watched a TED talk? 



How many of you have watched a TED talk? 

How many of you have given a TED talk? 



 
 



• Is a non-profit with a simple mission: 
spreading ideas 

Source:  Helen Bevan, 2011 
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• Is a non-profit with a simple mission: 
spreading ideas 

• Started in 1984 as a conference to bring 
people from three worlds together: 
Technology, Entertainment, Design 

• They ask their speakers to ‘give the talk of 
their lives’ (in 18 minutes or less!) 

Source:  Helen Bevan, 2011 



Why is TED so appealing? 

Source:  Helen Bevan, 2011 



Why is TED so appealing? 
 
“it’s about simplified, authentic storytelling.”  
Lara Stein, the Founder and Director of TEDx 

Source:  Helen Bevan, 2011 



Story first, slides second 
• Dream Big. 
• Show the real you. 
• Make the complex plain. 
• Connect with people’s emotions. 
• Don’t flaunt your ego 
• Feel free to comment on other speakers’ talks  







Public Narrative 



What is Public Narrative?  

 
 
 

Source: Samantha Bailey, Based Upon the Work of Marshall Ganz 



What is Public Narrative?  

 

Public narrative is the art of translating 
values into action 

 
 
 

Source: Samantha Bailey, Based Upon the Work of Marshall Ganz 



Public narrative is the art of translating values into action.  
 
• It is a discursive process through which individuals, 

communities, and nations construct their identity, make 
choices, and inspire action.  
 

• Because it engages both “head” and “heart”, narrative can 
instruct and inspire - teaching us not only how we should act, 
but moving us to act.  

 

What is Public Narrative?  



Public narrative is the art of translating values into action.  
 
People use public narrative to interpret themselves to others, 
engage others in a sense of shared community, and inspire 
others to act on challenges that community must face. It is 
learning to tell a story of self, a story of us, and a story of now. 

What is Public Narrative?  



What is Public Narrative?  

Happens through sharing three stories. 
 
 
 
 

Source: Samantha Bailey, Based Upon the Work of Marshall Ganz 



What is Public Narrative?  

Story of:  
1. what I am called to do,  
2. what my community is called to do, and  
3. what we are called to do now 
 
 
 
 

Source: Samantha Bailey, Based Upon the Work of Marshall Ganz 





How do we create change at scale? 

   Marshall Ganz 

Shared understanding leads to 
Action 

 
Narrative 

why? 

 
Strategy 

what? 

Source:  Helen Bevan, 2010 



Power of Storytelling 

• Communicate our values through emotion 
• Stories share what we feel – our hopes, cares, obligations  
• It often takes much more than knowing to inspire action 
 

Source: Samantha Bailey, Based Upon the Work of Marshall Ganz 



The key to motivation is understanding that 
values inspire action through emotion 

values 

emotion 

action 

Source: Marshall Ganz 



Why are values so important?  



Link 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BRI-A3vakVg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BRI-A3vakVg


The key to motivation is understanding that 
values inspire action through emotion 

values 

emotion 

action 

Source: Marshall Ganz 



What are our values?  



Source: Samantha Bailey, Based Upon the Work of Marshall Ganz 



What is your Public Narrative? 
 

1. Story of Self: Why were you called to the work you are doing? 
What is the purpose in which you will ask others to join you in 
the work you are doing? 

 

Source: Marshall Ganz 
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2. Story of Us: To what values, experiences or aspirations do you 
hope to appeal to others when you ask them to join you? 
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What is your Public Narrative? 
 

1. Story of Self: Why were you called to the work you are doing? 
 

2. Story of Us: To what values, experiences or aspirations do you 
hope to appeal to others when you ask them to join you? 
 

3. Story of Now: What urgent challenges to these values does your 
team or community face now?  

  What outcomes could you achieve by acting together,      
          beginning now? 

Source: Marshall Ganz 



CHALLENGE – CHOICE – OUTCOME 

What turns recounting an event into a story? 
 

A plot begins with an unexpected challenge that 
confronts a character with an urgent need to pay 
attention, to make a choice, a choice for which you 
were unprepared.  
 

The choice yields an outcome – and the outcome 
teaches a moral. 
 
 

Source: NHS Institute for Innovation & Improvement 



Story of Self  
1. First think about your purpose in asking others to join you. 

 What action are you going to ask them to do? 
 

2. Now start to reflect on your own motivations for wanting to 
address this challenge. 
 Why is it important to you, so what values move you to act? 
 How might these values inspire others to similar action? 
 

3. Now think hard. Where do these motivations and values come 
from? What public stories can I tell from my own life about 
specific people or events that would show (rather than tell) how I 
learned or acted on those values? 

Source:  Helen Bevan, 2011 



Tips for Brainstorming your Story of Self: 
 
• Determine the challenge, the choice, the outcome you 

want to focus on for this story. 
• Add specific details. How did it feel, what did it look like, 

what did it sound like, what did it smell like? What still 
moves you? The more detail you provide, the more the 
audience will be able to connect with you. 

• Consider - who would you be telling this story to? What 
about it would move them? 

• Keep it short – story of self should take no longer than two 
minutes. 

Source: Samantha Bailey, Based Upon the Work of Marshall Ganz 





Story of Self  

 
Example!  





Exercise – Story of Self  
1. Formulate your story of self (4-5 minutes) 

• The challenge, choice and outcomes should be explicit 
2. Find a partner  (coach / storyteller) 
3. Share your story (2 min)  
4. Get coached (2 min) 
5. Reverse roles - hear your partners story + provide coaching 
6. Debrief 

 
*A timekeeper will make sure that everyone sticks to the timings 

Source:  Helen Bevan, 2011 



Role of the coach 

Listen to the story for the following:  
1. What did they do well / What could be improved? 
2. Could you identify with the person’s values?  

Where did they come from? 

3. Were the details vivid enough so you connected 
with them?  

 
Bonus: Was the challenge, choice, outcome explicit?  

 

Source:  Helen Bevan, 2011 



Story of Self  

 
Thoughts? 

Source:  Helen Bevan, 2011 



Values Emotion Action 



 
 



 
 



Number of Cities: 600 Celebrating 10 years! 



• What is Pecha Kucha? 
• Purpose: powerful story 
• Things to keep in mind: 

• Can use only photo 
• Spend time in training your speakers 
• It’s automatic: 20 second tidbits for a story 
• Feel free to morph it 
• An example – Steven Lewis   



This slide is not unusual, but it is not a visual aid, it’s more 
like an “eye chart”. 



Try to avoid text-heavy (and sleep inducing) slides like this one. 



   Aim for something like this simple slide above. 



   And this is even better… 



Reminder 

 
 





Reflections 
 

Review parking lot 



 
What is the one thing you’ll do 

differently next time you present? 
 
 
 
 



Four objectives to keep in mind when  
giving a great presentation 

• To Inform 
• To Entertain 
• To Touch Emotions 
• Move to Action 

 



Hopefully you’ve learned some new 
tactics to presenting (and storytelling)! 
 
 
 
 



Hopefully you’ve learned some new 
tactics to presenting (and storytelling)... 
 
 
And we’ll see you speaking at a TED 
conference soon! 



Thank you for participating! 
 
 
 
Ajay Puri    Kimberly McKinley 
apuri@bcpsqc.ca   KMcKinley@bcpsqc.ca  

 

mailto:apuri@bcpsqc.ca
mailto:KMcKinley@bcpsqc.ca
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